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Using Mercurial Locally

This is a brief introduction by example to using Mercurial, a distributed revision control

system. In this tutorial we’ll create a repository (which is a collection of files we want to

maintain) and try out some basic commands. Later you’ll learn how to save and update your

repositories to a remote (e.g., central) location and to exchange repositories with others.

We’ll use command-line arguments only (there are also graphical interfaces available),

which all begin with hg (the chemical symbol for mercury). At any time you can find

more information from hg help, which will lead you through the internal help. Append

the command name to find its options, e.g., hg help add. There is good online documen-

tation, including tutorials and a complete handbook (just Google “mercurial handbook” or

“mercurial tutorial”). Let’s step through a session.

1. Go to the directory that has the files you want to maintain (e.g., session_02). Note

that any subdirectories will also be included in the repository by default.

2. Initialize the repository (we’ll assume that $ is your command-line prompt):

$ hg init

and add the files (which really just creates a list of the files):

$ hg add

Check that a directory called .hg was created (to see “hidden directories”, try ls -a).

This is where information about all of the changes you make will be stored locally.

Because we didn’t specify filenames, all files are added; you can also be more selective.

3. Try to commit, which makes a snapshot of the current files,

$ hg commit

If this is your first time using Mercurial, you should get an error message about not

having a username yet. Let’s take a minute to establish both your username and

the default editor. We’ll create these in your $HOME directory (give the command

echo $HOME to find out where this is). Use your editor to create the configuration

file .hgrc (e.g., nedit $HOME/.hgrc) in the following format, substituting your name,

email, and favorite editor (don’t forget the period at the beginning of the filename):

[ui]

username = Dick Furnstahl <furnstahl.1@osu.edu>

editor = nedit

(Use hg help configure for more details about this file. If you have trouble with

$HOME, you can instead name the file hgrc, with no period, and put it in the .hg

subdirectory.)
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4. Now try to commit again. Your editor should pop up with a list of files to be committed

and a place for you to write a description. This forces you to document your changes

(at least a bit :). Type something like “Starting a Session 2 repository”, then save the

file and exit the editor.

5. Now pick a file, say a C++ source file (that means a .cpp file) and make a change.

Pick a line or two and delete them. Find the differences in all the files since the last

commit with:

$ hg diff

(Note: diff is much better with a gui!) Including the filename after diff shows the

differences with that file only. Let’s pretend that you have made a significant change

that you want to save. Commit again:

$ hg commit

Now make another change by adding a line and committing once more.

6. By now you should have three changesets in the repository. These are the records of

all the changes you have made. To see the history of the repository:

$ hg log

Note the descriptions and the revision number of each changeset (in particular, look

for the integers before the :, which in this case should increase from 0 to 2 with the

largest number being the latest revision). Try comparing revisions 2 and 0 with:

$ hg diff -r2 -r0

(see hg help diff for more options). Much of the output from diff will seem cryptic

now, but note that the + and - signs in the first column mark additions and deletions.

7. Now for the fun part. Suppose you realize that you made mistakes and you want to

revert to revision 0. Then:

$ hg revert -r0 --all

will do it. To recover only my_file.cpp from revision 1:

$ hg revert -r1 my_file.cpp

and so on. Check that you recovered your original file.

8. You can continue to add and commit as much as you want. As you might suppose, the

$ hg remove <filename> command removes files from your repository. Try it.

To start a new repository in another directory, just repeat the process: init, add, then

commit each set of changes. Get in the habit of using Mercurial for all of your Computational

Physics sessions. We will also use it to document and turn in homework assignments and

the independent projects (more later!).
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